Full Diagnostic Power
The new and completely revised diagnostic so ware of the mega macs PC provides workshops with the full
scope of applications at a reasonable price without the need to invest in an additional tool. Just upgrade
your workshop PC*.
The scope of functions of the mega macs PC comprises fault code readout and deletion, graphic indication
of parameters, actuator tests, basic settings, codings, service resets and the automatic storage of vehicle
data. You can broaden this scope by combining the mega macs PC with the Data Plus license to access a
broad range of data and background information. Then you can access component help texts, service data,
timing belt data, technical data, wiring diagrams, fuses, component test values, directly on your laptop, tablet
or workshop PC.
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mega macs PC

Survey of applications
the ﬁrst comprehensive diagnostic
PC based soware from Hella
Gutmann
fault code readout and deletion
in all ECUs
numerical and graphic parameter
depiction (8 parameters)
Actuator tests

One thing less to worry about
Comprehensive diagnostic tools have been
closely related to major investments in
hardware so far. Now the mega macs PC
is offering you a premium device without
the premium price.
The mega macs PC is therefore not only
the ideal supplement to your existing tools
but it also provides a perfect start into
the diagnostic world of Hella Gutmann
Solutions.
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Communication between vehicle and workshop PC via the mega macs PC is wireless within a radius of up to 160 feet. The
vehicle‘s VIN is read out automatically mistakes or erroneous entries can thus
be excluded from the start. Codes, parameters, basic settings, and coding are
all saved indeﬁnitely in the car’s history
and accessible any time. This can lead to
increased customer loyalty.

Service resets of all systems
Codings and basic settings
of all systems
Wireless communication
fast and explicit vehicle
identiﬁ cation
the full scope of technical data
and diagnostics in one solution*

medienformer.de

integrated wiring diagrams,
fuses/relays, timing belt data etc.
regular updates**
etc.
* Only on Windows-based systems/devices (except RT).
** In connection with the Data Plus package.
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UPGRADE YOUR PC
Workshops require not only experience and expert knowledge but also support in handling the increasingly
complex vehicle electronics. The mega macs PC so ware is the ﬁrst product of Hella Gutmann Solutions with
which mechanics can upgrade their workshop PC to a highly eﬃcient service tool.
Adapting sensors, resetting values or switching systems on and oﬀ will no longer be a problem as you can do
that with your Windows-based PC, laptop or tablet PC. Installation and menu navigation are easy and selfexplanatory. The wireless check of all ECUs is no problem with the mega macs PC, the same holds for reading
and deleting fault codes or doing service resets. With the mega macs PC you can upgrade your PC without
additional hardware which results e.g. in shorter repair times and increased turnover.

Automotive diagnostics for a
new generation of workshops
The mega macs PC so ware has been developed to allow fast and eﬃ cient workﬂ ow. Using your PC, laptop,
or Windows based tablet and our so ware creates a comprehensive tool that will aid the technician from start
to ﬁnish in the repair process.

A step ahead
The mega macs PC speeds up your workﬂow and facilitates several
working steps. No matter if you have urgent services or if there
are tricky faults - the software is supplied with all the necessary
technical data* and shortens certain procedures.
The mega macs PC so ware enables communication to all important vehicle systems and delivers exact diagnostic results.
The results of technical work are stored in the Car History and
can be printed out any time. You can present these results to
customer should there be any case for complaint.

Including the best
After this period you will receive at least two extensive updates
per year at a reasonable price. With the full package Update &
Repair Plus Flat License you will moreover receive unrestricted
access to all the relevant technical data on German and European
models included in our large diagnostic database – including ﬁlling
quantities, timing belt data, wiring diagrams and invaluable
repair tips.

Technical data
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

SOF T WARE

Minimum

Microso Windows XP SP3

Graphical user interface

Hardware

512 MB RAM, 2 GB hard disc space USB,

Intuitive menu navigation

2.0 interface

Comprehensive data on 11 German and European makes

Recommended

Microso Windows 7 (or higher)

Print function

Hardware

1024 MB RAM, 4 GB hard disc space USB,

DELIVERY CONTENTS

2.0 interface

PC VCI

PC VCI DIAGNOSTIC MODULE

Pen drive with installation so ware and instructions

Dimensions

4.3 x 1.9 x 1.0 in (110 x 50 x 26 mm) (L x W x H)

Bluetooth® adapter

Interfaces

Micro-USB, Bluetooth®

USB cable 9 feet (3m)

Range in closed rooms

9 - 32 feet (3 - 10m)

Quick-start guide

Range outside

maximum 164 feet

Lanyard

Data transfer rate

max. 3 Mbit /s

Mousepad

Frequency band

2.4 GHz

Sticker set

Ambient temperature of

32 - 113 F (0 - 45C) /

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:

working area

ecommended: 50 - 113F (10 - 35C)

OBD extension cable
Vehicle adapter

Your Hella Gutmann sales partner will be glad to inform you about
the various advantages and the potential of the mega macs PC.

At a glance
The mega macs PC is capable of numerically and graphically
depicting up to 8 parameters at the same time, together with
important additional information.
Plug and work
Installation of mega macs PC is done in no time thanks to plug
and play - without complicate and tedious release procedures.
You can start working instantly and benefit from the extensive
advantages of the mega macs PC.

No matter if Tablet-PC, laptop or shop PC –
the mega macs PC always provides
full diagnostic power.

* Precondition: Update & Repair Plus Flat License.
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